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THE MARTIN BOUNDARIES OF EQUIVALENT SHEAVES by J. C. TAYLOR

Introduction.
Let X be a locally compact space on which a sheaf H of vector spaces of continuous real-valued functions is defined satisfying the basic axioms of Brelot [3] ( 1 ). In addition, assume that the following conditions hold : X has a countable base ; there is a positive potential defined by H ; and H satisfies the hypothesis of proportionality, that is for j/GX any two potentials with support {y} are proportional.
Then, following the original construction of R.S. Martin [13] , it is possible to define a Martin compactification of X. A priori this compactification depends on H. The purpose of this article is to initiate a study of the dependence.
The question is not an empty one as the following examples show. Let B be the closed unit ball in R 3 and set X=B\(SUL), where S is the unit sphere and L is the closed line segment joining (0,0,0) to (0,0,1). Then, if H is the sheaf defined by Laplace's equation AA = 0, the Martin compactification of X is B. This follows from the fact that the Martin compactification of B\S is B and that L is a closed set of capacity zero. Now let Y==B\(SUC), where C is the closed convex cone defined by x 2 + y 2 < z 2 and z > 0. Then from results of de la Vallee Poussin [17] it follows that the Martin compactification for Y associated with Laplace's equation is the closure Y of Y in R 3 . Following a suggestion of Choquet, the differential equation AA = 0
( 1 ) Throughout this article it will be assumed that X satisfies the customary connectivity conditions. on Y can be transported to X by means of a diffeomorphism. This defines an elliptic operator L on X whose associated Martin compactification is clearly homeomorphic to Y. The Martin boundary in this case is homeomorphic to S, which is not homeomorphic to S U L. Hence, these two Martin compactifications of X are distinct.
The principal result of this article is the result (theorem 2) that if two sheaves H^ and H^ are equivalent, that is they agree on the complement of a compact subset of X [II] , then the Martin compactifications of X coincide. In this coincidence, the corresponding sets of minimal points coincide (theorem 2). This has as a consequence the result that the cones S^ and S^, equipped with the T-topology, are isomorphic.
The last part of the article discusses the relation between the Martin compactification of X\A, A compact, and X\A where X is the Martin compactification of X (corollary 3 to theorem 5). Further, it is shown that the Martin compactification is of type S (corollary 4 to theorem 5) and that the ends of X are related to direct decomposition of the cone of positive harmonic functions.
I wish to thank M. Sieveking for a very useful discussion in the course of which we obtained the proof of theorem 1.
I would also like to thank Professor M. Brelot for his continued interest in this work, and for his persistent belief that a proof for theorem 2 could be found without the use of adjoint harmonic functions [16] .
Elementary properties of Q-compactification.
Let X be a locally compact space and let (Ka)aeA be a family of continuous functions K^ : X---> R. Then, as is well known (c.f. [6] ), there is a unique compactification X of X such that (1) each function K^ extends continuously to X and (2) the extended functions separate the points of A = X\X( 2 ). The space X can be realized as the closure of the image of X under the embedding of X in IKR^I/EC^X) + A} by the mapping e, which is defined as 2) Let (K^g^ be a given family of continuous functions on X and denote by OO^g a second family such that each K^ extends continuously to X. Define (K^^+B by setting K^ == K^ if 7 = a E A and KJy' = K^g if 7 = ^E B. JLet X" be the compactification determined by (K?. Then X" = X\ 3) Let <p, X, Y, (K^)^^A an(l (^^ea be as in L Assume that for each j3 € B, L^ o ^ = K^ extends continuously to X. Then there is a unique continuous map ^p : X ---> Y which extends <p.
4) Let OO^A
and (^^^a^aeA be two families of continuous functions such thit, for each a, there is a compact set D^ with K^Oc) = K^(x) if xEX\D^. Let X' and X" be the corresponding compactifications of X. Then X' = X".
These elementary properties established, it is easy to prove the following propositions. 
A general theorem.
Let Xi, X^, be locally compact spaces with countable bases and denote by H^ and H^ sheaves on the corresponding spaces which satisfy the axioms of Bauer [2] and are such that both harmonic spaces are strict.
Let K : X, x X/ ---> R + be a function with the following properties :
! ) V ---^ K (x, y) = *K^O) is continuous outside a compact set A^ ;
2) x --> K' (x ,y)= K^(jc) is superharmonic.
Denote by ^ : X^ ---> X^ a surjective proper map and let A^ C X^, and A^ = ^-1 (A^), be compact sets such that for y E X^ \A^ : Proof. -In view of proposition 2, it suffices to show that if the net (y^) on Xi converges to a point ^eXi\Xi, then lim *K^O^)) exists for each x EX,.
Since y converges to y., the superharmonic functions K from the Riesz Decomposition theorem that a' h^ = a" A^ (regularize both sides). Since h^(x) = lim *K^(^) and similarly for /^(7
'
it follows from the strict separation assumption that h\ = h^. In other words, (z^) converges in X,, that is, for each
Remark -The assumption of a countable base for X does not enter into the proof. It is made so as to fulfil the hypotheses of the theory of Bauer. The result holds for the theory without this assumption.
Application to the Martin Boundary.
Let X be a non compact locally compact space with a countable base, and let H be a sheaf on X that satisfies the basic axioms of Brelot [3] ( 4 ). Assume that a positive potential is defined by H and that H satisfies the hypothesis of proportionality. M adame Herve [10] (Proposition 18.1) proved the existence of a lower semi-continuous function G : X x X ---> R^ continuous off the diagonal and such that for eacĥ
is a potential with support {y}. Such a function will be called a Green's function for H. If / is continuous and strictly positive on X define G f(x , y) = GO-, y) f(y). Then G/ is a Green's function and every Green's function has this form.
Let XQ E X and define K(x , y) to be 1 if x = XQ = y and
The compactification of X defined by (*K^)^x» where *K^y)=K(x,y), will be called the Martin compactification of X and will be denoted by M(X, H) or X. It is clearly independent of the choice of Green's function G.
Let A be a compact base for the cone S^ equipped with the T-topology [10] . For y^X denote by py the unique potential in A with support {y}. Gowrisankaran [9] (theorem IV.I) proved that the mapping y --> py embeds X in A. Identifying X with its image let X denote the closure of X in A. It is not hard to see from Scolie 21.1 of [10] that X is the compactification of X determined by Wxex, where p;(y) = py(x), PROPOSITION 3. -The compactifications X and X coincide. Hence, X is independent of the choice of x^.
( 4 ) As was pointed out by C. Constantinescu, the assumption of a countable base is not necessary. However, in order to avoid it it is necessary to establish some lemmas corresponding to results of Madame Herve [10] . These lemmas are established in the appendix. Proof. -Let G* be a Green's function for H, and let
py(x)==G i (x^y) .
Define q\ = p\ -P^y, y^X\A. Then by theorem 16.4 of [6] q 1 is a potential on X\A of support {y} which is positive only on the connected component of A that contains y. Furthermore, by the same theorem, the hypothesis of proportionality is satisfied on CA.
Pick XQ €EA and consider the two functions K 1 and K 2 defined by G 1 and
Since, in the case of Martin compactifications, the harmonic functions corresponding to the boundary points all take 1 at XQ, it follows that the extensions to M(X,H^.) of the functions *Kŝ eparate strictly the points of the ideal boundary.
It is well known that condition 4) is satisfied and so the conditions of theorem 1 are satisfied with <^(x) = x for all x G X.
Hence, there is a unique continuous map ^ :
which extends the identity map on X. The argument being symmetrical, it follows formally from the denseness of X in a compactification and the uniqueness condition that ^ is a homeomorphism. In other words, the compactifications coincide.
Remarks. -Since theorem 1 holds in Bauer's theory, it is reasonable to ask for a similar theorem there. A slight modification of Sieveking's definition of a Martin space [15] leads to similar results.
However, the non compactness of X U A requires a hypothesis [4' ] that ensures if a net (y^) converges to a point in A 1 , then it converges to a point in A 2 , A^ being boundaries for H/, i = 1, 2.
The extension of harmonic functions.
Let H be a sheaf satisfying the axioms of Bauer [2] which isi strict. It can be assumed that 1 is superharmonic.
Denote by A, B compact subsets of X and by 0 a relatively compact open set with A C B C B C 0.
If U is open in X denote by Hy the kernel defined by the Dirichlet problem for U, that is, if <p is a continuous function with compact support on X then H^(x , <^) equals \p(x) if x ^ U and equals }ff(x) where / = ^ \ 3U if x G U (see [11] ).
The open set 0 can be chosen so that HQ H. 1 < X < 1 on B since H 1 coincides with a potential except possibly on 3B. Then S and T are positive linear operators such that II S IK X, IIT II < 1 and T" = HcBS"~lHo. Hence IIT" II < X"- 1 . As a result the series
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Sl T" converges to an operator which is the inverse of (I -T). n ^o Therefore (I -T)~1 exists and is a positive operator.
Using these results, it is easy to prove the following proposition due to Nakai [14] in Brelot's theory. 
This shows that the mapping J : Hi(X) --> H^X) defined by setting J(E^(A)) = E^(A), for all h GH^X\A) is an isomorphism.
Remark -Again the assumption of a countable base is not necessary. For example, the arguments hold in the theory of Brelot without this assumption.
Applications.
All sheaves considered here will be assumed to satisfy the initial hypotheses of section 3.
Let H^ and H^ be two sheaves on X that satisfy the hypothesis of theorem 2. Denote by X the common Martin compactification of X and by A the Martin boundary X\X. Let }/, y be two points of 0 H A and let A, A' be the corresponding harmonic functions on X. The function / extends continuously to 0\A as do the functions *K^. If the extensions of these functions do not distinguish y from y\ then 
Consequently f(y) h = f(y') h' and so f(y) == /(/). As a result,
f(y)h=E(h°),
E the operator of proposition 5. Since A is a compact subset of Y it follows that the limit points in 0 of all the convergent subnets of (>\0 lie on 3A. Let (y^n) be such a net. Let B be a compact neighbourhood of A and let E : H(X\B) ---> H(X) be the operator of proposition 5. Then, viewing all functions as defined on X\B,
However, if y " is close enough to A, P» K., = K-, and so
Vy" E(Ky ") = 0. Therefore, h = 0, which is a contradiction.
This completes the proof of the first part of the following result. Proof. -The proof of the second assertion uses the following lemma, E being the operator of proposition 5. Assume now that h -P^ h = h' is minimal on 0 and that h > AI > 0. Then if h^ -P^ h^ = h\, 0 < h\ < h' and so h\ = \h\ 0 < X < 1. As a result, ^ = E(/^) = XE(A') = XA. To see this note that h -P^ h is a limit of functions of the form K -P^K , y^.0 (respectively, j/EO') which vanish on CO (respectively, Co').
The following lemma together with the above corollary imply that the Martin compactification is of type S (See [6] p. 99). Proof. -If / is a continuous function on X such that for some compact set A C X, / is constant on the connected components of X\A, then clearly / extends continuously to X. The result follows from Satz 9.1 of [6] . 2) In [6] corollary 4 was proved for hyperbolic Riemann surfaces. The proof there depends on a description of the Martin boundary which does not apply in general. For it to hold, the sheaf H has to have an adjoint (see [16] .
3) Corollary 6 holds without the assumption of a countable base (as do the other results) in view of the result of Cornea [8] which ensures that X is cr-compact.
Direct Decomposition and the Ends of X.
The points of the compactification of X determined by the functions defined in corollary 4 of theorem 5 are often called the ends of the space X. As is pointed out in [6] , since the Martin compactification is of type S, there is a one-one correspondence between the ends of X and the connected components of A.
Denote by C the cone of positive harmonic functions on X. Let (A,),gi bo a family of elements of C. Assume that
is bounded above in C. Then the supremum of this family of finite sums will be defined to be S ^r Using this concept of infinite i-ei sum, the cone C is said to be the direct sum of the family (C,.)^i of convex subcones C^ of C if for each h G C there is a unique family (A,),,,, with A, G C,, Vf G I and A == ^ Tip
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A convex subcone Ci of C will be said to be a direct summand of C if there is a convex subcone C^ with C the direct sum C^ © Cô f Ci and C^. If C is the direct sum of (C^i then each C/ is a direct summand.
If C = Ci © C^ and both C^, C^ are closed in the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets then C will be called a topological direct sum. In this case C^, C^ will be called topological direct summands.
The purpose of this section is to discuss the relationship between direct sums and the ends of X. The basic result is the following theorem. Proof. -If A € Cp and JLI represents h it follows from the uniqueness of its representation that p. is supported by F. Let y E F and let A be the corresponding harmonic function. Since it is represented by a canonical measure jn carried by A^ the result follows.
The cones Cp, corresponding to the connected components of A are in some sense "canonical". The following result leads to a characterization of the Cp in terms of the cone C when A^ = A. Let Cj be the cone of functions whose canonical measure is carried by D,. Then C = C[ © C^ and as C,' C C^., C,' = C^. for f= 1,2. Further, since C, is closed it follows that C^ C C^. As a result, C, === Co. for z = 1,2.
In view of this proposition, it follows that the cones Cp have the following property : if C is the topological direct sum of C^ Proof. -It follows from proposition 7 that if a cone Cp is a topological direct summand, then it is minimal.
Let CQ be a compatible subcone of C. If A C X is compact then there is a unique non relatively compact connected component 0 of X\A with Co C C^, where D = 0 0 A and C^ is defined as in proposition 7. Hence if F is the intersection of these sets D, Co C Cr.
It is clear that 1), 2) and 3) are equivalent and that 2) implies 4). Assume A has an infinite number of connected componentŝ 0)0 e i • For each a let VCL e ^ and let y be a limit P 01111 of ^a l^ e IÂ ssume that F^ is the connected component of y. Since Cp is a topological direct summand ^ Cp == C^ is a closed subcone.
afcLQ a
This contradicts the fact that y is a limit point since the harmonic functions h^ corresponding to y^ lie in C^ if a ¥= o^. When A has a finite number of connected components then, for some compact A C X, the connected components of A coincide with the sets 0 H A, 0 a non relatively compact connected component of X\A. Consequently, the last statement follows from theorem 6. Furthermore, for these examples theorem 7 clearly breaks down.
It would be of interest to have sufficient conditions that ensure A, = A.
Appendix.
Let X and H be as in section 4 without the assumption of a countable base. Denote by S^ the cone of positive superharmonic functions equipped with the T-topology. Then S^ has a compact base A by corollary 3.2 of [7] .
Let E denote the set of superharmonic functions that are either harmonic or potentials with point support.
LEMMA 5. -E"^ H A is compact.
Proof. -Let ^IL be an ultrafilter on E 0 A and denote by s^ the function defined in [7] (p. 1335). Define <^: E --> X U {a}, a the Alexandroff point at infinity by setting ^p(s) = a if s is harmonic and ^p(s) = y if the support of s is {y}.
The image ultrafilter ^U converges to a or to a point y €E X. In the first case s^ is harmonic, and in the second it has its support contained in {y} (see theorem 2.1 of [7] .
Since in theorem 3.1 of [7] it is shown that ^ converges to sî n the T-topology, the result follows.
It was proved in [6] (theorem 5) that for each y G X there is
